



 








Lion Of God
  



    



  

  Kerala 

 Disciple 

I would like to know what is the view of Jb Abdul Gaffar Janbah Sahib about Munir Ahmed Sb of

Mauritius who claims that Allah has made him the imaam of this era, mujadid as well as promised

messiah??
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 coward 



"If you are true, then wky are you behaving like a coward?You are fleeing like asses before the Lion 

od Allah(the Caliph of Allah)."











   








  

"and I tell you,coward as you are,you will not sign,despite the fact that I,in the capacity of Khalifatullah, 

I have given you my word that after that your Imam Abdul Ghaffar Janbah Sahib and you are signed,

 then my disciple Fazal Jamal also shall sign immediately.Word given,is indeed a sacred word. Almigh-

ty Allah has sealed your heart and upon your ears and eyes,there is veil."
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